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Sundial Village, Hyannis
Copperplates
MS. 103

Extent: 1 box

Scope and Content Note: The collection consists of 2 copperplates mounted on wood blocks, depicting images of Sundial Village in Hyannis, Massachusetts. Also included in the collection are 3 scanned postcards of Sundial Village.

Historical Information: Sundial Village, located in Hyannis, Massachusetts, were attractive rental cottages built in the 1940s. These copperplates were most likely created to print postcards depicting the Village. Mary Anne Sullivan, who was murdered in 1964, resided at Sundial Village for a period of time preceding her murder. (See The Boston Stranglers by Susan Kelly, published by Pinnacle Books in 2002, page 424.)


Contents:

- 2 copperplates mounted on wood blocks
- 3 scanned images of Sun Dial Village